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OPEN DAY 2016
Firstly, thank you to all those that turned up on the day and to all the organisers for
putting on a fantastic day. Thanks also to those people that answered my call for
some photos. It would have been nice to get some first-hand stories as well
however I did manage to come up with somethings that I did see and hear about.
The stories;
From the depths of the jungle known as the car park, I did manage to catch a couple
of things that happened on the day.
The first interesting thing that I saw happen on the day was Mike Randells little built
up balsa “Quaker flash” coming to a untimely end on the far side of the field at what
can only be described as “straight down at full power”. All happening before any
publi8c had come through the gate. :-( Something for you to work on as a “Winter
project” Mike.
Over the slight drone of cars constantly going past and filling the spectator spots, I
heard a gassy at full power and the undeniable THUD of something coming to a
sudden, impromptu meeting with terra firma. I looked around the front of the House
bus parked on the tapes and could just make out the remnants of Maurice Jobs',
“Seafury” in a crumpled heap in a crater it had made for itself. The call went out that
assistance was needed “pilot down”. From the pits appeared the rescue team,
Hamish Loveridge and Barry parker on their way to take care of the casualty and
pick up the pieces and trust me there were a lot of those. Hamish leading the way
while holding the field wheelbarrow with Maurice and Steve Hutchinson in close
pursuit. Quite funny from where I was standing, (all due respect to Maurices' loss) all
it needed was a flashing red light, a siren, some Benny Hill music playing over the
P.A. System and it would have been the moment of the day/year/;club history.
FUNNY AS EVER. (Out here in the jungle it was the small things that were keeping
Judith Findon and I going). The leading factor in this instance I have been told was
Maurice not pulling out the aerial on his Mhz transmitter. He had been used to flying
2.4 and just over looked having the aerial out.
Come on boys, we all know, if you don’t want more trouble than you think you
deserve you need to pull it out. :-)
Steve Hartley needs to be commended (in my mind) for the way he throws his SBach, 55cc, 2.2 meter wingspan plane around the sky. It’s not too bad when you
have a foamy worth $100 flying in arena Manawatu where there is no wind (even
that takes a bit of skill though, don’t let me take that away from you 3d flyers) but to
go out and do it with a plane that costs thousands, with mother nature to contend
with and all her unpredictability, is a show of real talent. Some of the comments that
I heard were total amazement “its better than being at Ohakea” is one of the
comments that I heard coming out a car window as it went by and that was from a
grown man, not a child. Somehow I don’t even think you would see the stuff that
Steve was doing at Ohakea or even “red bull pylon racing” for that matter. Most of
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the children that I saw were just standing there with their mouths open taking in the
pure spectacle of what this plane was doing. Thanks Steve for putting on a display
that most of us can only dream of.
It was great to see Hamish and Lou out there putting on some dog fights, low passes
and some very “scale looking” flying with their Typhoon and P51 mustang,
respectively. It was good to see a few jets in the pits but a real shame that we did
not see more of them flying. From what I know only Peter Browns ¼ scale vampire
and Renes ¼ scale Tucano, turbo prop were the only ones to fly. I am sure that
Hamish and Barry had jets there as well? What happened boys, or did I just not get
to see them in the air? Renes Tucano apparently came to an untimely end with a
short landing on the field. A little grub screw that stops the nose wheel from
collapsing after it has been deployed had been ejected somewhere in flight. This
meant that when it came in for landing the nose wheel folded under allowing the prop
to touch the ground. Luckily this only damaged the prop (and someone’s ego) so
hopefully it will not be a major fix. It also happened towards the end of the day so a
lot of very satisfying flying had been done already.
Peter Brown also brought up his jet-cat powered helicopter to put on a few display
flights. Something that we do not see a lot of at the field and it was a true pleasure
to watch him manoeuvre it around the paddock. Hopefully we see more of him up
here.
Bradley s...pearpoint apparently tried to turn his “Avionik d05” pylon racer into a
javelin. The Olympics are not for a couple of years Brad but I think with a 300 metre
throw you should do alright. After losing radio contact, Brads pylon racer went
straight into the ground from a height of around 100 metres and buried itself up to
the leading edge. This just goes to show why we have the rules about “flying away
from the flight line” that we have. This could have been very different if it had
happened over our spectators and not out in the fields’ beyond the fence like it did.
At the end of the day, as the crowds were thinning out and the BBQ had been turned
off, came the argues task of putting everything back the way it was, to a farmers
paddock. Seeing we had all been on the go since about 8 this morning and it was
now just after 4, I commend those people who just kept going (you know who you
are and thank you). Fences came down, fences went up. Gazeebos came down,
chairs went away and at the end of the day we all drove out the gate knowing that
we had just had a fantastic day. I am sure all those people that came (whether
watching from the side-lines or being involved in as a flyer/organiser) would be
taking about on the playground or in the smoko room on Monday morning, I know I
did.
Thank you very much to all of you. From me, your committee and your fellow club
members.
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Scott B
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68th M.F.N.Z. NATIONALS
A wise man once said “If it wasn't for the last minute, nothing would ever get done”.
Entries for the M.F.N.Z. Nationals in Carterton closed on Sunday, 13th March so
franticly, in the evening of the before mentioned day, Bruce McKay and I put in our
entries for a couple of events that we would be able to take our “Radians” to and
compete. The Class – N event, A.L.E.S. 200, a 30 second motor run with a 10
minute duration flight to follow. “Spot landing” points available on coming down and
scored by the “Normalized” (not raw score) system. The other event was the one
that our club members would be more familiar with being the Class – P all foam, 2
metre, electric glider that we run every month at the field.
I had been toying with entering into the F3K (discus launch glider) but seeing (at the
time of writing this extract, Monday 21st, March, 4 days before nationals start) the
glider that Wayne Bilham had kindly given me was still sitting on my work bench with
a broken tail plane, I could not see myself doing this event in 7 days time. Then
again, this could be another one of those “last minute” moments and we have
organized a fix session for tonight. After spending a couple of hours around at
Wayne’s (a man who I am very grateful to for both giving me this opportunity and for
the things that he has helped me fix when I have broken them) we finally had the tail
riser in place. All that has to be done now is to take it for a test flight and do the final
last bits of trimming tomorrow night seeing it is now 9:30pm and way too late and
dark to be doing things like that.
Good Friday, the day before Bruce McKay and I head off to Carterton to compete in
our first national event and I finally get around to going down to Victoria Park,
Feilding this morning and throwing the D.L.G. in the air. The test flights went fairly
well but I feel there is still a little fine tuning to be done. “I need to have a little up
trim dialled in to obtain level flight. Does that mean I have to put the nose of the tail
up or down? If I need to get the plane to pitch up to fly straight that means it is being
forced down. If it is being forced down that means that the nose of the tail is up so I
have to bring it down. Is that right I’ll leave it until Sunday out at the field. Hopefully
Wayne is there to give me guidance. If not I suppose I’ll just have to work it out
myself on Sunday afternoon, 12 hours before I need it). Thank GOD for the “last
minute”.
5:45am Easter Saturday and Bruce has turned up at my place. We promptly throw
my Radian and flying box in the back of the Nissan, LaFesta and we’re off. BRING
ON THE 68TH, M.F.N.Z. NATIONALS.
First stop; the rose bowl bakery in Feilding please. Time for a good old hearty
sausage roll for breakfast and something for lunch as well. “Do you think it will be
open at this time of the morning”? Bruce asks. “Of course it will, they’re usually open
at like 4.30 in the morning”…CLOSED. Oh well, I didn’t get to 68kg by eating
sausage rolls at 6 o’clock in the morning, I guess I’ll have to wait.
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As we start to go through the Manawatu Gorge there is a slight hint of moisture on
the windscreen and Bruce gives the wipers a quick swipe to remove it. A minute or
so later and he’s doing it again, this isn’t a good look. By the time we get through the
Gorge into Woodville the wipers are quite comfortable on their “intermittent” setting.
With a fair amount of moisture on the road and mist coming off the tires I am thinking
this could be a very quick round trip drive to central Wairarapa. With confidence I
say “Don’t worry, you can almost guarantee that it will be like this all the way to
Mount Bruce but by the time we’re over the other side it will be all gone”. The
“almost” part of that comment is what was going to save me from total
embarrassment in about half an hour. We get to the other side of Mount Bruce and it
is still very grey and not looking that great for a soaring contest.
7:45 and we arrive at the Clairville showground, just North of Carterton. After initially
going through the wrong gate and almost entering into the local dog trial event, we
finally get it right and make our way up the ramp to H.Q. After checking in and filling
out the appropriate paperwork, Bruce and I are off to the flying site, literally just over
the rail tracks from the show grounds. The instructions were, turn right over the track
and just keep driving down the track, when you think you have gone too far, just
keep driving. Follow the red arrows. We head on our way and after about 3 km of
track we get to a field with a porta loo in one corner but no one else in it, this must be
it.
A.L.E.S. 200. Class- N
We both look at the sky and think that there is no way that we are going to be flying
in this and if we do it will be a straight up and down flight. The cloud looks as though
it is less than 200 meters AGL so that in itself is the first problem and there is
definitely the feel of moisture in the air but within 20 minutes the field is full of
contestants and everyone starts getting their multitude of gliders from the back of
their cars. Bruce and I are there looking at our 1 model each thinking to ourselves
“we are way out of our league”. With Joe Wurtz, John Shaw and Kevin Botherway
(The world gold medal team) on both sides of us we reside ourselves to just having a
laugh and getting to know our fellow flyers.
By 9 am (in conditions that you would not really think were flyable) we had started
our first contest, Class – N, A.L.E.S. 200. A 30 second motor run or 200 meters
followed by a 10 minute flight with “spot” landing points. We broke into 3 groups of 4
and proceeded to complete 3 rounds. Everyone got to fly against everyone else,
one minute Bruce and I were flying together like any given Sunday out at the field
and next we were flying with the current world champion. By lunchtime all 3 rounds
had been flown and no casualties had been recorded. All in all it was an enjoyable
day with Bruce and I being able to easily get to (or pretty close to) the 10 minute
target and more than happy (even though we had no idea of how we had done) with
how we had flown in the conditions that we had and considering the people we were
flying against.
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A.L.E.S. Radian, Class - P

After a quick bite of lunch and we were into the afternoons competition which was a
combined Class – P (A.L.E.S. Radian) and F5J event. With the skies slowly clearing
but definitely still more cloud than blue sky about 25 radian flyers were all paired up
and told that we had 30 minutes to complete our first flight. Bruce and I paired up
and set about doing the best we could. We both made target for our first 2 flights but
we also both did horribly on our 3rd and final flight with only just making to the half
way point of our 7 minute target. Oh well. Good experience and good to see what
happens in F5J flying.
All up, last down.
The last flight for the day (this is where things get interesting, for me anyway) is to be
a “all up, last down”, 15 second motor run (about 100 meters) with a maximum of 10
minute flight. 100 meters? Going to be straight up and down I think. Both Bruce and
I, along with 20 other planes, managed to climb out to really good height. With all
these planes in the air it was a real test of concentration to keep your eyes on your
plane and to make sure that you did not end up flying someone else’s glider. I
thought I would try and stick it out with the big boys (bad idea) and see how high I
could get. So I got to the point where the nose of my Radian went down and being
at that angle it made it very hard to see, I lost sight of my model. In the words of
Homer Simpson.....DOH! After a couple of minutes with comments like “someone’s
lost their plane”, someone’s in a death spiral”, “plane going down behind the trees”,
Bruce came up to me and said that everyone else had sights on their models, it was
time to put my transmitter down and stop trying to “fly a cloud” and lets go for a walk,
“sigh”. Transmitter down and tail between my legs we set off across the field.....and
the next one.....to the far side of the following one. By this time it was only me
(Bruce had stayed at the last fence) with my thoughts....”it might have come down
ok”.....”it’s going to be OK”, “sigh” From a distance I spot some foam and by the time
I get over there I realize....”it’s not ok”. Tail boom snapped, spar ripped out of wing,
nose cone off and fuse in 2 other pieces, LiPo crumpled (but not shorted, thankfully),
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ESC smashed, canopy smashed.........I’m going to stop now, bad memories. This
incident definitely was not the way I wanted to end the day.

Apart from my mishap, we both had a fantastic time. We loaded everything back into
the Lafesta and we were on our way back home around 4:30pm and back in Feilding
just after 6pm. We unloaded my things and Bruce made his way home. I brought
everything inside and put all my broken pieces on the kitchen table to see if in some
small way there was going to be anyway that I could get my radian back together for
tomorrows club Radian day.....Your kidding yourself Scottie, wheelie bin here it
comes.
Another last minute
Sunday morning out at the club airfield and Wayne and I are working though the final
tweek that is needed from my test flying on Good Friday. So, the front of the tail
needs to be lifted a little. I had said to Wayne that I had some sand paper thinking
that we could use it to sand down the tail riser to do the trimming, wrong? Wayne
told me to tear off a small piece of sandpaper, unscrew the tail plane slightly and put
the piece of sandpaper under the leading edge of it....real #8 wire stuff. We gave it a
few test throws but then found that it had a horrible tendency to pull to the left on
launch. The servo horn had come loose in the rudder so now I am going to have to
glue it back in place before any more trimming can be done. The call went out to the
dozen flyers at the Aeroneers field, “does anyone have some C.A.?”... nobody. So I
will have to wait until I get home, by that time Wayne will be a Harrisville pushing
sprint cars around the track so I will be on my own. 2:15pm Sunday afternoon, the
afternoon before I need to use the plane, also just before Ayleen and I are to go out
to a BBQ for the night and I finally get around to throwing it in the air. It’s pretty good,
good enough for me to go back down to the nationals tomorrow and give it a go
anyway.
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F3K (Discuss launch glider)
Easter Monday and back up at the crack of dawn. Flying solo this time so I throw my
gear in the car. Back past the Rose bowl for a sausage roll, still closed so I carry on.
Groundhog day, by the time I get through the Gorge it is looking very grey and as I
look south the hills disappear into what looks like rain or very low cloud. I stop and
check the Nats. Facebook page and it says (25 minutes ago) good day for DLG,
weathers brilliant, should be awesome. ?? Get to the brewery and the wipers a
fixed in the first stage and I am thinking to myself, no they said it was good down
there just keep going. At Eketahuna I could see a glimmer of hope on the southern
horizon and thought to myself could this be one of those 9 out of 10 moments when
you get over mount Bruce and everything clears up,. Quarter of an hour later, just
south of mount Bruce and there's not a cloud in the sky, amazing, you actually would
not believe it was the same day.

The contest is due to start at 8:30am and I pull in the gate at 8:25am (too busy taking
photos, LOL) another one of those “last minute moments”. I make my way over to
the bowl and start getting my model ready. Again, just like Saturday, I am
surrounded by world class flyers with their 6 models each but I am just here to have
some fun and network. Not really having much of an idea on what I was doing I had
to take lead from others but everyone was more than willing to help. The contest
was set from 8:30am – 2:30pm with 10 tasks due to be run. With the forecast for it
to blow up in the afternoon, it was suggested that it might get called by lunchtime but
that will be decided as we go on. Lunchtime came and went and after a quick 15
minute break we were into the afternoon session with 3 more tasks to go. The wind
definitely got up and my lite model with no ballast started to find it very hard to get
any penetration but I still did the best I could. Because of not wanting to go over
time, the contest got called at 2:15pm with still 1 task left to do. Again, I had another
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very enjoyable event while learning a huge amount because of the willingness of
others (even world champs) to pass on knowledge, tips, things to be aware of and to
look for.

Finishing on a high.
It was said that I should stick around for the S.I.G. Prize giving which was going to
be at David James' caravan about 4:30pm; it was now 2:30pm. “I've got a 2 hour
drive home so I don’t think I will”, “I think you should” was the reply from a couple of
people. I ended up driving out the gate an heading towards home but only a couple
of hundred metres down the road I thought no, I will stick around. About 10 minutes
later I got a call from David James asking where I was as they wanted to get the
presentations started. I’m glad I stuck around now seeing it was only 3pm. Over to
the caravan I wondered and admired the array of trophies on the make shift table,
Joes glider box. They went through a couple of classes that had been run on the
first day (Thursday) and then it came to the Saturday events that Bruce and I had
been involved in. “A.L.E.S. 200, Class – P, third place, Scott Benjamin”. “WHAT!?,
are you serious” was my reaction. Considering the company Bruce and I had flown
with on that day I was blown away. This made the final moments of Saturday (me
writing off my Radian) seem like a distant memory. After saying thanks to everyone
for their support and guidance, holding my 3rd place cert and trophy and with the
biggest smile on my face, I got back in the car and started my trip home. WOW.
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This was the best time ever and I would highly recommend it to anyone, no matter
what level you’re at. It’s somewhere you can go to talk and listen to a huge amount
of knowledge that these guys are more than willing to share with whoever asks. I
went there with the expectation of these events being very strict, stressful and highly
strung. Expectations bring disappointment and I am glad to say, I was disappointed.
This group of world class flyers are the most down to earth people you will ever meet
which in itself made the 2 days I spent with them so enjoyable.
Thank you for a great time fellow flyers, I will be back with my new “chilly bin” next
year to do it all again, but better
– Scott B.
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FROM OUR MEMBERS
Richard William Pearse, 1877-1953
New Zealands…(the worlds?)…first flight.

Born: 3 December 1877 in Waitohi, near Temuka
Died: 29 July 1953, in Christchurch
EARLY LIFE
Richard Pearse’s parents were Digory Sargent Pearse and Sarah Browne. They had
nine children, including Richard who was the fourth child.
All of the family were good at tennis, chess and music and together they formed a
family orchestra. Richard played the cello. Richard also played golf.
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Richard’s parents farmed a large property at Waitohi, then a rugged and isolated part
of South Canterbury. Waitohi is inland from Temuka, just north of Timaru.
Richard was quiet and independent at school, but a keen reader who would daydream in class sometimes.
When he was sixteen Richard left school to work on the family farm, but he did not
like farming. He wanted to go to university and study engineering but his father could
not afford to send him.
Richard was given a 100-acre block of land when he turned 21, but instead of
farming, he built a workshop with a forge and a lathe, and began building his own
inventions.
Richard Pearse was a South Canterbury inventor, engineer and farmer. He is
famous for being one of the first people on earth to leave the ground in a powered
aircraft. His life and work have inspired books (including a novel), poetry, stamps,
documentaries, and three stage plays.
His first plane, built at Waitohi, inland from Temuka, had many innovations - a
steerable tricycle undercarriage, wing controls, and a variable pitch airscrew made of
metal, not wood. The propeller was directly connected to the crankshaft of the
engine. The power-to-weight ratio of the plane was better than many aircraft
designed in later years.
A SOLITARY LIFE
During his life Pearse was a solitary character - he took few notes and talked to few
people about his work. He was regarded as intelligent but eccentric, earning him the
nicknames ‘Mad Pearse’ and ‘Bamboo Dick’. It was not until after his death that the
importance of his work became more widely appreciated, thanks to the efforts
of George Bolt, the founder of the Canterbury Aero Club.
While he is most remembered for his work with aircraft, Pearse built all kinds of
machinery, which according to South Canterbury Aviation Heritage Centre included:
a needle threader, power cycle, recording machine, magic viewer, harp, power
generator, potato planter, topdresser, motorised discing machine and two sorts of
musical box.
Pearse’s work was mostly undertaken alone, without formal training. He was
constantly improvising from materials he found or recycled. Playwright Mervyn
Thompson wrote in the preface to Jean and Richard: A fantasy:
Pearse struggled alone, invented alone, flew alone and died alone. Instead of the
cheers and fame he deserved he remained obscure and unsung, known to few —
and then mainly as a mad man!
BUNGALOWS AND PEARSE’S ‘SECOND HOME’
Pearse lived in Christchurch from the 1920s. In November 1921, he paid £45 for a
quarter-acre section on the south side of Breezes Road. Originally it was number 4
Breezes Road, but is now 164. Pearse built the three-bedroomed bungalow entirely
by himself.
Two years later he purchased more land at 68 Wildberry Street and built a second
bungalow. The building fee of 30 shillings allowed him to construct a house to the
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value of £500. A third house, on the corner of Wildberry and Dampier streets
followed. It was finished in mid-1928. Pearse rented the properties to tenants and
lived off the income.
Research for Pearse’s projects was often conducted at the library. In the fourth
edition of The Riddle of Richard Pearse, Gordon Ogilvie writes (page 146):
The Christchurch Public Library now became almost his second home. He spent a
great amount of time in the reading room poring over tome after tome on
engineering, aviation, mechanics, aeronautics and science.
THE ‘UTILITY PLANE’
Debate around whether Pearse was the first to fly is what springs to mind for most
people about Pearse, but another of his lasting legacies was the last plane he built.
At 68 Wildberry Street, he was able to work in his garage virtually full-time on his
idea of a craft that would do for planes what Henry Ford did for cars.
Called the utility plane, Pearse’s idea was a plane that could land anywhere, and
could also be driven like a car. The propeller was able to be moved from the front of
the plane to above it by means of levers, providing the ability for vertical take-off. The
plane was built in Pearse’s garage and is now housed, along with a replica of
Pearse’s first plane, at Auckland’s Museum of Transport and Technology.
Fact file

ADULT LIFE
Richard Pearse’s first invention to receive a patent was a type of bicycle, where the
pedals were pushed up and down, rather than around, and the tyres could be
pumped up while still riding. The bicycle frame was made of bamboo. But his real
interest lay in flying.
Pearse began working on ideas for powered flight in the last years of the nineteenth
century. He kept in touch with what was happening in the world of flight by reading
the magazine Scientific American.
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By 1902 Pearse had probably built his first lightweight two-cylinder engine. He then
built his first plane out of bamboo, tubular steel, wire and canvas, and would practise
taxiing it around his paddocks.
Pearse made his first public attempt at flight along the Main Waitohi Road, and after
staying in the air for about 50 metres, crashed into a gorse fence. (Pearse was not
very good at farming and his gorse fences were about 3 metres high).
There is no official record of this attempt at flight though eye witness accounts
suggest that it took place on 31 March 1903 (or even possibly 1902). Supporting
evidence in the intervening years has sometimes contradicted these dates.
What Pearse achieved was a powered takeoff, not controlled and sustained flight.
His was the fifth successful powered takeoff to have taken place anywhere in the
world.
Pearse did not believe he flew properly, leaving that to the Wright brothers, Wilbur
and Orville, who flew on 17 December 1903 at Kittyhawk in the United States.
Pearse applied to patent his aircraft design in 1906 and continued his attempts to fly.
Richard Pearse's Fantastic Flying Machine, drawing from Richard Pearse's patent, July 1906
[patent number #21476],Archives New Zealand (CC BY-SA 2.0)

A number of eyewitness accounts tell of seeing his plane leaving the ground on
several different occasions, but it is not certain if any of them could be described as
true flight, that is, flying under control for a reasonable length of time.
Pearse kept more and more to himself. He never married. In 1911 after becoming
very ill with typhoid, Pearse moved to a farm near Milton in South Otago where he
carried on inventing, designing and making several pieces of farm equipment.
He was conscripted into the army in May 1917 and was sent overseas in January
1918, but fell ill and returned to New Zealand later that year.
In 1921 Pearse moved to Christchurch where, after building three houses, he began
designing what he called his ‘Utility Plane’. The patent for this was granted in 1949.
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The Utility Plane had a tilting engine to allow for vertical take-off and landing, and
Pearse hoped it would one day become a plane which everyone could afford and fly,
taking off from a backyard anywhere.
Unable to attract interest from aircraft companies to further develop his Utility Plane,
Richard Pearse became obsessed with the idea that people were trying to steal his
inventions.
Pearse was admitted to Sunnyside Mental Hospital in Christchurch in June 1951. He
died there on 29 July 1953 after a heart attack. He was 75 years old.
Recognition after death
Richard Pearse’s early achievements were almost forgotten until after his death
when his last plane was retrieved from his garage and put into storage. It was going
to be dumped, but was saved by an auctioneer’s decision to offer it to the Canterbury
Aero Club.
After some years it was rediscovered by George Bolt, a former aviation engineer
who bought the aircraft for the Museum of Transport and Technology (MOTAT) in
Auckland.
Bolt began to look more closely into Richard Pearse’s life and eventually a few
remains of Pearse’s inventions, including the engine and propeller from his first
plane and a home-made motor-cycle were found.
A replica of his first aeroplane was built and tests proved it would have been able to
fly. It is on display at MOTAT in Auckland.
A memorial to Richard Pearse was unveiled on 31 March 1979 at Waitohi.
In 1974 the ten-story Wellington head office of the Ministry of Transport land
transport division was named Pearse House.
Several documentaries have been made: Pearse (1975) written by Roger Simpson
and with Martin Sanderson as Pearse; and Plane for the Million (1986), produced by
Michael McNicholas and written by Ken Catran.
A 2012 documentary Will it Fly? follows Ivan Mudrovcich, retired automotive
engineer, as he attempts to rebuild Pearse's aircraft and to fly it.
Pearse’s achievements also appear in Peter Jackson’s 1995 mockumentary
piece Forgotten Silver.
In August 1981 a replica of Pearse’s first plane went on tour to America.
In May 1982, the Timaru airport became known as Richard Pearse Airport.
Solo flight a series of poems by Bill Sewell was published in 1982
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Richard Pearse's Aeroplane No. 1 replica, MOTAT, Auckland, New Zealand, 5 April

Three plays have been written about Pearse: The first, Pearse, was written by John
Leask and was first staged in June 1981 by the South Canterbury Drama League. A
second, Jean and Richard: a Fantasy was written by Mervyn Thompson and
produced by the Court Theatre. It was published in 1992. In Thompson’s play Jean
Batten and Richard Pearse meet. A third production, Pearse, the Pain and the
passion, was staged in Christchurch in 2003. It was written by Sherry Ede and
produced by Penny Giddens.
Much research has been done over the years to establish whether Pearse’s planes
could ever have flown. In an article,Geoffrey Rodliffe details the research attempts to
verify if Richard Pearse flew and to trace eyewitnesses.
A newspaper report from 1909 uncovered by aviation author Errol Martyn suggests
Pearse did not fly until long after the Wright Brothers.
Summary
Richard Pearse was an inventor of great ingenuity and imagination. His first plane
looks very like a modern microlight in appearance. As well as his planes, he
designed and built a number of inventions including a needle threader, a power
cycle, a potato planter and a power generator. He did this without a formal
engineering education and very limited resources. Almost everything he made was
put together out of junked or recycled materials – old farm machinery, bits of wire, tin
and metal tubing.
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One difficulty with Richard Pearse’s work was that, unlike the Wright brothers, he did
not keep records of his planning and building process or of his attempts at flight. His
patent applications are the only written record of his work.
His achievements have been lost sight of in the debate over whether he flew before
the Wright brothers carried out their witnessed and officially recorded flight. He
worked on his own, in secret, and avoided publicity, so that nothing was known of his
work outside a very small group of locals who observed some of his attempts at
flying. Unfortunately, despite the ingenuity of the design of his first plane, Pearse’s
work remained unknown and had no impact on the development of powered flight.
However it can be stated that Richard Pearse was the first New Zealander, and
among the first people in the world, to make a powered take-off in a heavier-than-air
machine which he had designed and built himself.
-

Scott B
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HOW TO
Looking After Your Lipo's
By Heather Mardon
This article is to help you get the best performance and longest life span from your
valuable investment in Lithium Polymer Batteries. Keeping your batteries in tiptop
condition will also help keep them safe, an important factor when dealing with a
potentially flammable product.

Step 1. Choosing It
The first step on the road to LiPo Nirvana is choosing the right size battery for your
model. There is a bewildering array of products and the market also suffers from a
degree of manufactures "Hype". A Lipo battery has three main variables, Cell Count,
Cell Capacity and "C" rating.
Cell Count is how many cells are wired in series. This determines the packs voltage.
Most common are 2 & 3 cell configurations. These are often referred to as 7.4v &
11.1v packs (Based on a nominal cell voltage of 3.7v).
Cell Capacity is how much energy the cell stores and is measured in milliamp hours,
abbreviated to mAh.
The "C" rating is the tricky one. Different manufactures seem to have varying views
on the definition of this, and so there are some pretty bold claims about on how well
some cells perform. In general "C" is a measure of how much current you can draw
from a battery before its voltage OR capacity falls below accepted limits. In the case
of voltage the widely accepted limit is 3v for Lipo's. The capacity limit is around 80%.
The "C" number is multiplied by the packs capacity to give you the current.
Example: A 1200mah battery rated at 10C should be able to deliver 10x1200mah =
12A
"C" ratings are often quoted as "Continuous" and "burst". Continuous means just that
i.e. for the above example it means 12A until the battery reaches 3v per cell. Burst is
a bit harder to define, but in general is rather short i.e. 5-6 seconds with a
reasonable gap inbetween bursts.
The main thing to keep in mind is that these ratings are the MAXIMUM for the cells, it
is not recommended that they be run at this level for extended periods or you will
suffer degradation in performance. An analogy would be your cars engine may be
rated at a maximum rpm of 7000 but it is not recommended that you drive around at
that rate all day!
With this is mind lets choose a battery for an example model.
The model I have chosen is a Pelikan Models Dingo, the motor I will be using is a
Kontronik Kora 15/14 Outrunner. From the Motor test database I see it will draw
about 31A at 10v on a 14x7 prop. Being a 3D style model it's likely that it will see
quite a few bursts at this current level. The average current is likely to be around the
20-25A region. I would chose a 3300mah 15C 3s pack as it would easily handle the
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current draw, give very good flight times. You could get away with a 15C 2500mah
pack but unless you are scraping for the very last gram of weight you are better
investing in a bit of "overhead". The larger pack will also hold its voltage higher
during the flight giving a little bit more power than the smaller battery.
Now you have chosen the right size battery it is also a good idea to select a battery
that has "taps". This is an extra plug or set of connectors that allow connecting to the
individual cells in the battery pack. This is required for balancing which is covered
later in this article.
As in most cases you get what you pay for, beware of cheap internet auction site
deals, there are some horror stories of what you may end up with. So unless you are
prepared to strip the pack down to confirm what you have actually bought it pays to
stick with reputable brands and suppliers.

Step 2. Charging It
Now you have your battery pack, how do you charge it?
Lithium Polymer batteries require a purpose built charger. Your old NiCad/NiMh only
charger will not work and there is a real danger of fire if you try and an use it.
You can chose a dedicated lithium only charger or a more universal charger that will
also be able to charge your NiCad's or NiMh cells.
Charge Rate: LiPo's should be charged at 1C or less. This means if you have a 3s
3300mah pack you can charge it at 3.3A. If your charger is not capable of this
current, then just chose the closet value to it, for example the Apache 2500 has a
maximum charge rate of 2.5A so you would select that. The only disadvantage of a
lower charge rate is that it will take longer.
My recommendation is to get a charger that is microprocessor controlled with a
display to show how many mAh have been put into the battery. Lipos are very
efficient at charging so what you putback in is very close to what you used. This way
you can tell if you can extend your flights further or should cut them shorter.

Step 3. Using It
Now we get to go and fly! Well not quite. It is vital that your battery gets sufficient
cooling in your model. Excessive heat is a killer for Lipo's, anything over 60 degrees
C is going to shorten your batteries life span. Make sure your battery gets even
cooling all around otherwise some cells may heat up more than others risking
imbalance.
Next up is to ensure your Speed Controller is programmed correctly for LiPo
operation. Most controllers differ in there programming so you are going to have to
read the manual. On some controllers you must specify the actual cell count used. If
this is the case beware when moving the ESC to another model that you reset it
accordingly. If your controller auto detects the number of cells ensure that you only
ever use fully charged packs otherwise it may get it wrong.
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Running a battery right out of juice to the ESC cut off every time you use it will
shorten the packs life. It is better on your battery (and safer) to use a timer and land
at about 2/3 - ¾ discharged. From a safety perspective this gives you a bit of spare
"gas" in the tank should the need arise to go around and delay landing. We have
already said that high temperatures are bad for Lipo lifespan, but what about the
cold? Cold temperatures will not harm the batteries but they do affect the
performance. The voltage that the battery puts out will be lower at cold temperatures.
The ideal is around 25 degrees Celsius. So if you have noticed a drop in
performance as the winter temperatures set in its no surprise. If you pre-warm your
packs say in the car on the way to the field or for a few minutes in front of the fan
heater before going to the park you will notice the difference.
Note: users of Futaba 9C radios can use the handy feature of linking the throttle
channel to a timer, this means you accurately time your flights and don't have to
remember to start the timer.
The final but very important last step when using your battery is NEVER leave it
plugged in to your model. Even speed controllers with switches will still draw a small
amount of power when turned off. So if left unplugged your battery will completely
discharge and will either be stuffed or seriously degraded.
Step 4. Maintaining It
The last stage of maintenance of your Lipo's is to keep them balanced. All the cells
in a pack should be kept at identical voltages. If they start to drift apart they are then
going to risk either going over 4.2v when charging or under 3v while in use. Either
scenario is bad news. These conditions are most likely to occur if the pack has been
pushed hard or over discharged.
If your battery is equipped with Taps then you can chose from several balancer units
on the market to keep things nice and even. It's best to use the balancer during the
charging process. If you do not abuse your cells then a usage of the balancer once
in every 5 cycles should be sufficient to keep things in check although using it more
frequently cannot hurt.

Summary
For those that skipped straight to the end here are a set of summary bullet points.
•
Chose the right battery for the model
•
Use an intelligent charger with mAh display
•
Program your ESC Correctly
•
Have good cooling in your model
•
Only discharge to ¾ empty
•
Don't leave battery plugged into your model
•
Use a balancer frequently
-

Bruce Fryer
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GLIDER
First to last
Eleven hopefuls showed up for our February contest to be greeted by a nice NW
breeze and warm temperatures. While quite cloudy & cool at first the weather soon
changed and hopes were up for some good lift.
The first round produced five flights at or over 3 minutes and then, the same
happened as in our January Competition - the lift disappeared. Notwithstanding that
the weather was clearing and the temperature rapidly warming, there was little lift to
be found. Round two offered only two flights at 4 minutes and round three only one
flight of 5 minutes.
Total circles achieved was 73%. Merv, Alvah, Bruce Withell and Scott scored all
three circles.
Scott flew Aeroneers’ Vista and scored a preloved Spirit wing from Bruce Withell.
Peter Vining brought along and flew his new Vista after removing the motor and
replacing same with an equivalent mass of concrete left over from a job. This
new Vista looked a lot different and flew a lot differently.
It was good to see Bruce Withell and Maurice Job back on the flight line.
Congratulations to Bruce McKay who scored only one second off in the first round, to
Alvah who scored perfectly in round two and to Wayne who scored only one second
off in round three, plus who was the only Flyer to carry to 5 minutes.
Congratulations to Bruce Mckay for winning the day and commiserations to Bruce
Fryer who only managed to reverse the first place that he scored in January.
A big thank you to Alvah especially and to all the other retrievers.
Next Contest is April 3. See you all then.
Ladderman CD
Results
March 6th, 2016
Name
Bruce McKay
Wayne Bilham
Mike Randell
Merv Mathews
Alvah Brickhill
Scott Benjamin
Bruce Woodfield
Flemming Ravn
Peter Vining
Bruce Withell
Bruce Fryer

Time
Time
Min sec Points
3 1
179
3 2
178
2 57
177
2 35
155
1 41
101
2 33
153
2 33
153
2 49
169
3 18
162
1 50
110
3 21
159

Landing Round 1
Points Points
50
229
50
228
50
227
50
205
50
151
50
203
0
153
0
169
50
212
50
160
50
209

Time
Time
Min sec Points
3 28
208
2 44
164
2 47
167
4 5
235
4 0
240
2 57
177
3 27
207
3 15
195
2 30
150
2 16
136
2 1
121

Landing Round 2
Points Points
0
208
0
164
50
217
50
285
50
290
50
227
50
257
50
245
0
150
50
186
0
121

Time
Time
Min sec Points
4 53
293
5 1
299
4 20
260
2 37
157
3 22
202
3 27
207
3 40
220
3 22
202
4 24
264
2 26
146
2 43
163
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Landing Round 3 Overall Overall
Total
Points Points Time Pts
Landing PtsPoints
50
343
680
100
780
50
349
641
100
741
0
260
604
100
704
50
207
547
150
697
50
252
543
150
693
50
257
537
150
687
50
270
580
100
680
50
252
566
100
666
0
264
576
50
626
50
196
392
150
542
0
163
443
50
493

Months
Placing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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TOMBOY
Our March Tomboy Contest was held this morning, March 13 2016, in very nice
conditions.
Five of the little Vintage planes showed up to contest the five available places.
It is evident that these planes need to be also fitted with GPS devices in order to be
able
to find the runway in perfect conditions.
Results
March 13th, 2016

Name
Bruce Woodfield
Flemming Ravn
Greg Findon
Tama Randell
Peter Vining

Round 1 Landing Round 2 Landing Round 3 Landing
Points Points Points Points Points Points
18
5
18
18
5
20
14
16
15
20
15
14
15
20
16
16
14
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TOTAL
64
50
50
49
46

Ranking
1
2
2
4
5
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VINTAGE
A nice autumn day with sun and a light breeze saw 9 flyers compete in the first
Vintage event for 2016.
Merv was the only casualty on the day, dropping a wing on landing and causing
damage that put him out for the next two rounds.
We hope the damage is not too bad Merv and you will be back for the April event.
Bradley put in a perfect first flight, but Mike was close behind, when Bradley missed
his landing bonus on the third round it was up to Mike, who cocked it up!
However in the background was a dark horse who was scoring good times and
gained all three landing bonuses... YES Old Brian!!
Well done Brian, your fist vintage win! I may even have to stop giving you a hard
time!
The big Powerhouses of Greg and Bruce and the Kloud King of Flemming look great
in the air, they will be hard to beat once they can get them to stop flying and land on
time. These models with their huge wing area glide superbly.
Scoring for this years Vintage competition is unchanged from previous years, the
scores you achieve each month are added together to find a winner at the end.
No complicated percentage stuff here! (the CD is too dumb or too smart to work that
out!!)
However there is merit in competitors being able to drop their worst score (or a
missed event) to find a winner who may deserve to win the championship but misses
say one event over the year. We will have a discussion on that prior to the April
event.
See you all On April 10th Philip.
March 13th, 2016
Name

Time

Brian Dickens
Brad Pearpoint
Tama Randell
Mike Randell
Phil Pearpoint
Flemming Ravn
Bruce Woodfield
Greg Findon
Merv Mathews

3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
2

11
0
4
58
6
0
4
21
24

Time
Points
169
180
176
178
174
180
176
141
144

Landing Round 1
Points Points
20
189
20
200
20
196
20
198
20
194
0
180
0
176
0
141
0
144

Time
2
3
3
2
3
2
3
2

59
1
5
58
5
39
30
35

Time
Points
179
179
175
178
175
159
150
155
0

Landing Round 2
Points Points
20
199
20
199
0
175
20
198
0
175
0
159
0
150
0
155
0

Time
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
2

0
1
1
35
45
11
55
50

Time
Points
180
179
179
155
165
169
175
170
0

Landing Round 3 Overall Overall
Total
Points Points Time Pts
Landing PtsPoints
20
200
528
60
588
0
179
538
40
578
20
199
530
40
570
0
155
511
40
551
0
165
514
20
534
0
169
508
0
508
0
175
501
0
501
20
190
466
20
486
0
144
0
144

Months
Placing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Greg Findons big 83 inch Powerhouse model.
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RADIAN
So with my Radian still in the E.R from yesterdays little mishap at the nationals, It
was a depleted field with only 5 turning up for the second round of the combined club
and N.D.C. contest. With the tapes being set up so that there was 4 separate
landing spots down the runway, we managed to get through the 3 rounds in a record
time of 1 hour. Special mention has to go to Bruce Fryer who is the winner of a
bottle of wine this month and also to Bruce McKay for nailing all of his three landings.
Well done to you both.
I do have to say that it is a little disappointing that for our first contest that we had
this year in January (which was the 1st round of qualifying for N.D.C. this year) we
had 11 flyers turn up but for both January and Februarys club events we have only
had half of that.
We will wait and see what next month brings I suppose. Next month will also be a
combined event of both N.D.C. and club contest.
Hope to see you there.

-

Scott B

March 27th, 2016
Name

Time

Bruce Fryer
Bruce McKay
Merv Mathews
Greg Findon
Bruce Woodfield

5
6
5
4
5

24
58
20
35
12

Time
Points
324
418
320
275
312

Landing Round 1
Points Points
50
374
50
468
0
320
25
300
0
312

Time
6
5
4
4
6

31
8
52
54
33

Time
Points
391
308
292
294
393

Landing Round 2
Points Points
0
391
50
358
25
317
0
294
50
443

Time
7
7
5
6
7

0
2
4
39
1

Time
Points
420
418
304
399
419

Landing Round 3 Overall Overall
Total
Points Points Time Pts
Landing PtsPoints
50
470
1135
100
1235
50
468
1144
150
1294
25
329
916
50
966
50
449
968
75
1043
0
419
1124
50
1174
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Placing
2
1
5
4
3
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EDITORS NOTES
Opinions expressed in this publication are those of each contributor only.
The Editor and Committee reserve all right in respect of submitted material.
Contributors are reminded that the deadline for publication is the last calendar day of
each month.
Results on the website.
Thanks to a spreadsheet that our Club President, Greg Findon has made, all results
for this years competition will be on the website for Glider, Tomboy, Radian and
Vintage.
These will be under;
Club special interests - (S.I.G.) – results
I will put them up as soon as they get sent to me. I will endeavour to also run a
“Y.T.D.” (year to date) sheet so people can keep a track of how they are doing during
the year.

This is your paper!
Please keep sending in your articles, without our members input this would just be a
results newsletter. Have your say, send something in.
-

Scott Benjamin
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COMING UP…
Club Events Check: http://www.aeroneers.com/apps/calendar/
April 2016
1st Social drinks
3rd Glider and sport
10th Tomboy and Vintage
17th Combat, S.P.A.D. and sport
24th Radian (club and NDC), Cub and Scale
28TH Club night (TBA)
May 2016
1st Glider and sport
5th Committee meeting (April)
6th Social drinks
8th Tomboy and Vintage
15th Combat, S.P.A.D. and sport
22ND Radian, Cub and Scale
26th Club night (TBA)
29th Sport flying
31st INDOOR
June 2016
2nd Committee meeting (May)
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FURTHER A…FIELD.
Now proposed, to be on A.N.Z.A.C. weekend.
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COMMITTEE
Club hats and shirts are now available; see a committee member for details.

Hat - $15
Shirt - $30

Your typical fisherman “Gilligan” style.
They are 100% Dri-zone polyester, anti-snag and moisture wicking,
UPF rating 50+.
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Club Address:
Club Website:
Club email:

Title

P.O. Box 800, Palmerston North, New Zealand
http://www.aeroneers.com
aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Name

Phone

Email

President

Greg Findon

06 356 1571

president@aeroneers.com

Vice President

Bruce Woodfield

029 357 8039

vicepresident@aeroneers.com

Treasurer

Nigel Langford

06 353 0590

Secretary

Necia Parker

06 354 5972

secretary@aeroneers.com

Club Captain

Peter Vining

027 443 2378

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com

Webmaster /
Editor

Scott Benjamin

027 248 1971

editor@aeroneers.com

Member

Bruce Fryer

022 1324756

Member

Tama Randell

027 2920363

treasurer@aeroneers.com

Club Subs

Family - $140
Senior - $135

Junior (Under 18) - $40
Associate - $40
Associate flying - $80

Subs are per annum.


Please pay to Nigel Langford & advise him on treasurer@aeroneers.com



or any Committee Member.

The club needs to pay the Insurance Fees to the NZMAA prior to July 1st to ensure
all Club Members are covered by the MFNZ Public Liability Insurance.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the Club Airfields!
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FINAL APPROACH
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